
5 things you didn’t know you
could do on figshare

1. Generate a private link

You can generate a private link to share with others before you make an item publically available. The link can be 
used by anyone you share it with, not just figshare users. Once you’re finished sharing the link, you can disable 
it by selecting the ‘x’ next to the link.



3. Adding people to a project via email

Projects are collaborative spaces for people to work on existing data. You can work with researchers anywhere. 
Simply invite them to join by email - just click on invite new users to prompt them to join.

2. Reserve a DOI

Want to include your data’s DOI to your publication? Just reserve the DOI and send it to your publisher. This 
is a good option if you want to keep your data open even if the publication is behind a paywall. You can also 
make the item private and go back to your data once the article is published to make it available alongside the 
publication.



4. Creating a metadata only record

You may want to create a metadata only record if you don’t want to store your data on figshare, but want to 
get a DOI for it. To do this, just tick the Metadata record only box at the top of the upload form. You may want 
to include a reason as to why you uploaded a metadata record. For example, the files may not be available yet.
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5. Altmetric data on each and every item

We integrate with Altmetric so every item you upload to figshare that is publically available has an Altmetric 
Attention Score (once it has received attention). If you click on this score, you’ll be directed to your item’s page 
on Altmetric.


